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Ear-tickle therapy
Ear-tickle therapy may help people age healthily (The Tuimes of India:
20190731)
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Birthweight
Birthweight, height can predict infants' future health: Study (New Kerla:
20190731)
https://www.newkerala.com/news/read/184240/birthweight-height-can-predict-infants-futurehealth-study.html

One's future health can be predicted as early as they are born! A new study highlighted that an
infant's birth weight and height together can help in telling doctors if the baby is born with a
heightened risk of heart issues later in life.
Birthweight, tells about the fetal growth, while height gives a more complete picture of both
fetal growth and growth trajectory, said Dr Brian Stansfield, a neonatologist at the Medical
College of Georgia.
Measures called ponderal index, or PI, as well as the more widely used body mass index, or
BMI, which both account for height and weight, are known to provide a more accurate
indication of fetal growth and what's ahead for the child.
The findings of the study published in the journal 'Early Human Development' indicated that a
low PI or low BMI at birth should be considered as a risk that needs attention and intervention.
"When you look at birthweight alone, you are looking at a measure at a single point in time,
which is a big problem when it comes to projecting out," said Stansfield.
It's known that perinatal growth which is affected by numerous factors from genetics to
environmental ones like the mother's health and habits like smoking, nutrition, and gestational
diabetes, has important implications for heart development, and animal and human studies have
associated low birthweight with heart problems and death.
For this study, they looked at 379 healthy black and white adolescents aged between14-18.
Parents provided their children's birth weight and length, which were used by investigators to
calculate a BMI and PI.
The group showed that a low PI, where increases in height and weight are out of sync during
development, was most associated with an increase in the size of the major pumping chamber
of the heart, the left ventricle, which is considered a risk for future cardiovascular disease.

Two-dimensional echocardiography was used to noninvasively look at the children's left
ventricle for telltale indicators of hypertrophy like thickening of the walls and less blood being
pumped out.
Then they studied the relationships between birth weight and birth BMI and PI and the structure
and function of the left ventricle in the children.
Stansfield noted that at the time of this study, about 25 per cent of the adolescents had obesity
or were overweight and most were on an upward trajectory with their BMI, which is not good.
Children with an upward trajectory had about a 30% likelihood they would become obese
compared to those with a downward trajectory, who showed a 5% likelihood.
There was also about a 40 per cent increase in visceral adiposity, fat around the belly and the
organs inside the abdominal cavity, which is considered particularly unhealthy in adolescents
with the upward versus downward BMI trajectory.
This study found that a low PI had the highest association with risk factors for heart problems,
but the more widely used BMI is also a good tool, researchers noted.
"We believe our findings are a call to paediatricians to be even more diligent in measuring and
noting birthweight and length parameters," Stansfield pointed.
This very early measure of height and weight can provide lifelong insight into an individual's
risk of heart and other diseases, he added.

Obese people
Obese people get more satisfaction from their food: Study (New Kerla:
20190731)
https://www.newkerala.com/news/read/184085/obese-people-get-more-satisfaction-fromtheir-food-study.html

The levels of satisfaction derived from food differ among adults who are of normal weight,
overweight, and obese, with people with obesity getting more satisfaction, suggests a study.
"Obesity is a major public-health problem. Causes of obesity are varied, but food consumption
decisions play an important role. Taste perceptions may lead to overeating. If people with
obesity have different taste perceptions than nonobese people, it could lead to better
understanding of obesity and possibly designing new approaches to prevent obesity," explained
Linnea A. Polgreen, lead investigator of the study.

The study published in the 'Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics' found no
significant difference in taste perceptions between participants of normal weight and those who
were overweight.
However, participants with obesity had initial taste perceptions that were greater than
participants who were not obese, which declined at a more gradual rate than participants who
were not obese.
This quantification of satisfaction from food may help explain why some people eat more than
others. As individuals consume more of a food item, they experience diminishing marginal
taste perception, which means their level of perceived taste from additional consumption may
tend to decline.
In order to determine if marginal taste perceptions differ among participants of normal-weight,
overweight and obese, and whether knowledge of nutritional information affects marginal taste
perception, researchers conducted a non-clinical, randomised controlled trial of 290 adults (161
with normal BMI, 78 considered overweight, and 51 considered obese) to measure
instantaneous taste perceptions.
Eighty per cent of the participants were female, and ages ranged from 18 to 75 years.
Participants were offered and rated one piece of chocolate at a time in a controlled environment
and could eat as much as they wanted without feeling uncomfortable. They consumed between
two and 51 pieces. Half of the study participants received nutritional information about the
chocolate before the chocolate tasting began.
The study identified a consistent association between taste from food, specifically chocolate,
and BMI by directly observing instantaneous taste changes over a period of time, rather than
just at the beginning and end of a period of consumption, as in prior studies.
As anticipated, researchers found that ratings generally went down after each piece of chocolate
consumed with no significant difference in taste perceptions between normal and overweight
participants reported.
However, participants with obesity had higher levels of initial taste perception, rated
subsequent pieces higher than their counterparts without obesity, and their ratings declined at
a more gradual rate compared to participants with normal weight and those with obesity.
People hungrier prior to the study had greater taste perception; women's taste perceptions
declined faster than men's, and providing nutritional information prior to chocolate
consumption did not affect taste perception.
"In our study population, people with obesity reported a higher level of satisfaction for each
additional piece of chocolate compared to nonobese people. Thus, their taste preferences
appear markedly different," noted co-investigator Aaron C. Miller.

AI tool predicts cell
AI tool predicts cell behaviours during diseases, treatment (New Kerla:
20190731)
https://www.newkerala.com/news/read/183889/ai-tool-predicts-cell-behaviours-duringdiseases-treatment.html

Researchers have developed -- scGen -- an Artificial Intelligence (AI)-powered tool which
promises to reshape the way we study diseases and their treatment at cellular level.
The study, published in the journal Nature Methods, shows scGen will help mapping and
studying cellular response to diseases and their treatment beyond experimentally available data.
According to the researchers, scGen is a generative deep learning model that leverages ideas
from image, sequence and language processing and applies them to model the behaviour of a
cell performed on computer or via computer simulation.
The next step for the team will be to improve scGen, make it a fully data-driven formulation,
increasing its predictive power to enable the study of combinations of perturbations.
"We can now start optimising scGen to answer more and more complex questions about
diseases," said the researcher Alex Wolf from the Technical University of Munich in Germany.
Large-scale atlases of organs in a healthy state are soon going to be available, in particular,
within the Human Cell Atlas. This is a significant step in understanding cells, tissues and organs
in healthy state in a better way and providing a reference while diagnosing, monitoring and
treating diseases.
Accurately modelling cellular response to perturbations e.g. disease, compounds and genetic
interventions, is a central goal of computational biology.
In addition, scGen is the first tool that predicts cellular response out-of-sample. This means
that scGen, if trained on data that captures the effect of perturbations for a given system, is able
to make reliable predictions for a different system.
"For the first time, we have the opportunity to use data generated in one model system such as
mouse and use the data to predict disease or therapy response in human patients," said
Mohammad Lotfollahi from Technical University of Munich.

Postpartum depression
Love hormone effective in treating postpartum depression (New Kerla:
20190731)
https://www.newkerala.com/news/read/183643/love-hormone-effective-in-treatingpostpartum-depression.html

A type of love hormone called Oxytocin, which is important in the regulation of social and
maternal behavior, is also found helpful in treatment for many mental health disorders
including postpartum depression.
The oxytocin receptor cells are present in the brain area and are thought to be involved in the
regulation of maternal behavior. Moreover, the expression of oxytocin receptors in these cells
are only present when estrogen is also present.
This implies that these cells are involved in inducing maternal behavior. In addition, it confirms
what many recent human studies have shown there is a connection between altered expression
of oxytocin receptors and postpartum depression.
"Many researchers have attempted to investigate the difference between the oxytocin system
in females versus males, but no one has successfully found conclusive evidence until now. Our
discovery was a big surprise," said Ryoichi Teruyama, LSU Department of Biological Sciences
associate professor and lead researcher of the study published in the journal 'PLOS ONE'.
Postpartum depression contributes to poor maternal health and has negative effects on a child's
development. A number of studies have found that children of depressed mothers are at risk
for a wide range of cognitive, emotional, behavioral and medical problems. Therefore,
postpartum depression is a major public health concern that has significant adverse effects on
both mother and child. About 10 to 20 percent of women experience postpartum depression
after childbirth.
This new discovery opens doors to potential new treatments and drugs for postpartum
depression targeting oxytocin receptor cells. "I think our discovery could be universal to all
mammals that exhibit maternal behavior, including humans," Teruyama said.

Parkinson's,
Discovery opens door for new treatments for Parkinson's, other brain
diseases (New Kerla: 20190731)

https://www.newkerala.com/news/read/183600/discovery-opens-door-for-new-treatmentsfor-parkinsons-other-brain-diseases.html
A discovery has revealed that a protein which was earlier linked to cell dysfunction and death
is in fact critical for repairing breaks in DNA. The finding could lead to new treatments for
Parkinson's and other brain diseases, suggests a study.
The study published in the journal 'Scientific Reports,' demonstrates the role of protein- alphasynuclein in preventing the death of neurons in brain diseases such as Parkinson's.
The findings suggest that it may be possible to design new therapies to replace alphasynuclein's function or boost it in people with Parkinson's disease and other neurodegenerative
disorders.
It also reveals that aggregates of alpha-synuclein, lewy bodies, are problematic because they
pull alpha-synuclein protein out of the nucleus of brain cells.
The study examined the cells of living mice and postmortem brain tissue in humans, revealed
that these proteins perform a crucial function by repairing breaks that occur along the vast
strands of DNA present in the nucleus of every cell of the body.
Alpha-synuclein's role in DNA repair may be crucial in preventing cell death. This function
may be lost in brain diseases such as Parkinson's, leading to the widespread death of neurons.
"It may be the loss of that function that's killing that cell," said Vivek Unni senior author of the
study.
Researchers found that the alpha-synuclein protein rapidly recruited to the site of DNA damage
in the neurons of mice. In addition, they found increased double-strand breaks in the DNA of
human tissue and mice in which the protein was clumped together in the form of Lewy bodies
in the cytoplasm surrounding the cell's nucleus. Taken together, the results suggest that alphasynuclein plays a crucial role in binding broken strands of DNA within the cell's nucleus.
"This is the first time that anyone has discovered one of its functions is DNA repair," Unni
said. "That's critical for cell survival, and it appears to be a function that's lost in Parkinson's
disease."
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